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About This Software

The Virtual Race Car Engineer is a Windows PC software program featuring numerous tools for easing the guesswork and
uncertainty out of your race car setup development process.

Lap Wizard

Enter the car settings and results from a test run, report your handling impression, and the Lap Wizard recommends setup
options and changes to cure your condition.

The algorithms were developed in collaboration with car chiefs and engineers of 20+ years practical experience, and take into
account details as specific as underused or overused tires, suboptimal settings, the interaction of different chassis changes, front-

or rear-wheel drive car, and even weather conditions.

Save your cars and tracks, setups and settings, test runs and results, to be recalled at any time. Reference them whenever needed.
Reuse them as the basis for further test runs.

Corner Wizard

A "quick tip" tool for sussing out the possible setup changes to correct a variety of handling conditions on a given corner.

Garage Manager
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Manage your saved cars, tracks and setups. Recall and reuse them as the basis for further testing runs. Reference them at any
time ... race days, track days.

Become the master

Not only will you go faster in the garage and faster on the track today, but ultimately become a master of Setup Fu without even
realizing it.

With each run on the Virtual Race Car Engineer you describe a condition specific to your own lap settings and results, and
receive the recommendations and explanations to address that very situation. Over time and use you will come to understand the

effect of chassis changes as they've related directly to your own experiences, and with that knowledge become the master.
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Title: Virtual Race Car Engineer
Genre: Education, Utilities
Developer:
Tim McArthur
Publisher:
Monkey Face Software LLC
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Win7, Win10

Processor: 1.3 GHz Intel Pentium III or 100% compatible

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8.1 compatible graphics card with 64 MB memory

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 8.1 compatible

English,Portuguese,French
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10/10 Made me wanna kill myself.
Would buy as a joke 10 more times.
Actually no. Please no.. This is for me to practice writing in English.
I apologize in advance if my grammar or English is not right :)

I am somehow addicted to this arcade feeling pizza making simulation! You can make your own pizza recipes and manage every
aspect of the restaurant. Heck I made kfc combo pizza which is french fries and fried chicken on the top with heavy chedder
(heart attack alert) or herbaholic pizza simply no cheese with bunch of different herbs for veg/vegans (sometimes customers
who are veg/vegans do comeby and compliment about the no cheese pizza! How cool is that! I love how they respond to my
changes even tho its ai). Also, the soundtrack is very catchy and companions that work with you greet you when you start the
day and it makes you feel welcomed and part of something. Whenever I play this game I get hungry for pizza..This is like
cook,serve,delicious game but it is more like I'm playing 8 bit style. I wish the characters have voice overs!. I am really enjoyed
both AOW high treason and AOW direct action but now i am reviwing high treason right?
So its a real masterpice of good old RTS, i totaly recomend it 8.5/10 (i would give a 9 but.....)
so lets review the pros and cons

Pros
-many diffrent units- soldiers,tanks,support vehicals,mercs,ships,heli,airplanes,commandos,NUKES :D
-intresting plot
-big maps(main game and scenarios)
-good and challenging AI
-pretty realistic
-diffrent factions with cons and pross
-pretty good graphics and music
-if you dont try you will lose :D
(i think those are major pros)

cons
-sometimes sound bugging
-If you are get unluky like me the game will start buging in regular base (ONLY in campain mode and in 2-4 certain missions)
and game will force to shut down
-Gamers have stoped entering in multiplayer :<. so worth the five dollars super fun for both pvp and coop. As a fan of
TrackMania and Quake, and having a good memories about Portal 1 & 2, this hit me in all the right spots. Great time killer and
challenge for its money. soild expansion pack for one of the best turn based strategy games i have played.. I'd like to start by
saying that I read all your little negitive reveiws before I ever played this game,
so I already know the negitives and yeah, this may be borderline rage game worthy depending on how much you let those
negitives get to you.

However;
I have played this game for 1 hour thus far and I have:
1. Gotten to my 2nd level barber shop (Level 3 is a little harder at $5000)
2. Hired my first worker.
3. Bought up to 6-7 items in one game.
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4. gotten 10/22 of the acheivements in this game.

Now, a few things:
~ Yes this is a timed game
~ Yes the fact that you have a very short amount of time to be able to make a set amount of money that keeps going up does
make it difficult.
~ Yes the reason above is the only reason I've lost thus far.
~ No there is not a real grading system on how well you've done on any one beard (unless you, you know, actually pay attention
to how much you make off any single cut?! Seriously, you do better it pays you more. Worse you get less or even negitive
money)
~ No this game is not easy.

Alright, so long story short, if you want a mind numbingly easy game to play get off this page and go play something like Grass
Simulator.
If you'd like a challenge that you actually have to work for like in the 80's and early 90's stick around.
Cause this game is about as difficult as you can get (with something as simple as cutting beards) without making a true rage
game.
(Also with all these negitive reveiws I'm willing to bet that the achivements that are actually harder to get are pretty rare).
Awesome game idea and cool main female protagonist but..

- Very average graphics and weird mushy aliasing.
- Really slow loading times (i'm running a 500 GB Samsung SSD)
- Enemies have many AI problems, they tend to get stuck in level design or react weird.
- The level design is very broken, lots of places to get stucked.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXFwk5IpHDc. totaly not *cheating* xD. It is an addicting and hard game that is fun to
waste your time with and you will keep saying just 1 more minute. This is a great underrated game. 7 /10
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Fairly nice game with nice voice acting, good music, fitting to the theme and all. It's just like any typical anime dating sim. Well-
drawn CGs. Gameplay just simple, you can just cheat with a phone or printscreen, or not, depends on you lmao.

Final note: Don't forget to download the r18 patch ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°), go into the game forums, it'll be there ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
have fun beating your...er..I mean the game ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). This is a great Loco, I grew up on the east coast. The bloody noxe silver star
brings me back to a by gone era of musle trains.. I just got this game today, in early access, and I ended up playing over an hour
in one sitting. I was unsure about this game, just because I've played about 45 hours of the first game, and I've unlocked all I've
cared to, and it would take quite the shake up to make a sequel seem worth getting, to me. I was some reviews say that this is
barely an upgrade to the first game, and it would be best to wait as it gets more updated. But, I don't think that's fair to say, this
is more than Beat Hazard 1 with the DLC included, and new HD graphics. This adds plenty more enemy types and weapons to
unlock, it does take a few songs to get a handle of things, and be better prepared for the new enemies. It's also fun starting back
at square one, and unlocking everything again, perk unlocks are very frequent, and it won't take long before you get your
favorite weapons back, and unlock some new ones to see what you think of them, and settle on your ideal load out since you can
only use 4 special weapons at a time. There's also stuff where you can unlock extra lives and other things to make the game
easier, and you can unlock a couple harder difficulty settings too. I also like that you can pick your music folder from your hard
drive and the game will index everything for easier navigation, my only thing would be to put in an option to ignore "the" so you
don't have 50 bands in the T section because they begin with "the." It also has settings to connect to every streaming music
service. There's every option you need for all the music you listen to. I'd say this game is very worth it in it's current state, and
I'm sure there's plenty more cool stuff planned in future updates.. Haven't played this game much yet but it's pretty good so far..
Take the normal Strike Suit. Chop off half it's armor. Replace it's machine guns with shotguns, and it's missiles with garbage.
Strap bigger engines on it, and you got the Raptor.

You recharge your energy you need to go to robot mode really fast but spend it quickly too, but all your movement is replaced
by dodge moves. I found raptor very easy to quickly get at a new angle to destroy ship parts and intercept most units faster than
anything else.

Don't consider this a pay to win unit though. You can't use it during a first time play of missions. Other than that I really like
this unit and I recommend it for those who like this game. i feel bumed that i wasted my money on this game. thought it was
going to be better than the first 18 wheels of steel..
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